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Abstract

We propose a macro-finance model that rationalizes robust features in equity-index

option markets. When rare disasters are followed by rapid economic recoveries, the

slope of the implied volatility term structure is positive in good times but turns negative

in bad times. Additionally, implied volatility decreases with moneyness in bad times

(volatility skew), while the shape becomes a smile in good times in the presence of

rare economic booms. Our theory contributes to understanding the dynamics of the

implied volatility surface while keeping standard asset pricing moments realistic.
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1 Introduction

Macro finance has contributed significantly to our understanding of financial markets by re-

lating asset prices to the real economy. This literature has focused extensively on the analysis

of the equity risk premium and return volatility, which lie at the core of financial economics.

Much less attention has been paid to the explanation of the pricing of equity options,1 de-

spite the growing role that the information embedded in option prices plays in resolving

key asset pricing puzzles.2 Following the observation that Black and Scholes (1973) prices

typically differ from market option prices, various reduced-form models have been designed

to capture variations in volatility across maturity, moneyness, and time. Still, it remains

fundamental for our comprehension of financial markets to reconcile the characteristics of

observed equity option prices, such as the well-known smile and term structure patterns of

implied volatilities, with economic theory.

In this paper, we propose a macro-finance model that rationalizes salient features of

equity index option prices while simultaneously explaining standard asset pricing moments.

Equity index options are of particular interest as their prices contain useful information

on the conditional density of future equity index returns, which is a key risk factor in the

economy.

Figure 1 depicts the conditional properties of the (option-)implied volatility surface we

aim to explain. First, the implied volatility is countercyclical, as it is higher in bad times

than in good times (Panel A). Second, options with longer maturities display higher implied

1Exceptions include Benzoni, Collin-Dufresne, and Goldstein (2011), Backus, Chernov, and Martin (2011),
Dew-Becker, Giglio, Le, and Rodriguez (2017), and Seo and Wachter (2019).

2See, for example, studies on the variance and correlation risk premium (e.g., Driessen, Maenhout, and
Vilkov, 2009), the price of political uncertainty (Kelly, Pástor, and Veronesi, 2016), expected returns on the
market (Martin, 2017) or on a stock (Martin and Wagner, 2019), corporate credit risk (Culp, Nozawa, and
Veronesi, 2018), and the CAPM-beta risk (Boloorforoosh, Christoffersen, Fournier, and Gouriéroux, 2019).
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volatility than their shorter-term counterparts in good times, whereas the opposite applies

in bad times (Panel B). That is, the term structure of implied volatility is upward-sloping in

good times, but downward-sloping as economic conditions deteriorate. Third, the relation

between implied volatility and moneyness is negative in bad times (volatility skew) but

features a smile in good times, as the relation becomes positive for deep in-the-money (ITM)

put options (Panel C).3 We provide evidence that these patterns are robust features of the

data and hold for options on various U.S. and international equity indices.4

While the aforementioned empirical facts are typically well acknowledged in the option-

pricing literature, they remain surprisingly difficult to be rationalized with existing macro-

finance theory. For example, a workhorse in macro finance is the long-run risks model

(Bansal and Yaron, 2004), which delivers a unified treatment of several asset pricing puzzles.

This model shows that, when agents have preferences for early resolution of uncertainty,

a high degree of persistence in expected consumption growth and volatility is associated

with significant risk premiums in equilibrium. However, this level of persistence implies a

higher level of risk in the long run than in the short run, which precludes from generating a

downward-sloping volatility term structure, even in bad times.

By contrast, the option-pricing literature directly exploits the time-series properties of

stock prices, which feature a high mean-reversion in stock return volatility. Bad news induces

3In this paper, we use the term ’volatility skew’ for the negative relation between implied volatility and
moneyness, also referred to as the ’volatility smirk’. We use the term ’volatility smile’ when the relation
between implied volatility and moneyness is U-shaped, i.e., being negative for out-of-the-money puts and
positive for (deep) in-the-money puts.

4We show that the relations differ statistically across good and bad economic times, using multiple
indicators of business conditions: i) the (year-on-year) returns on the S&P 500 index as a measure of stock
market performance; ii) the recession indicator provided by the National Bureau of Economic Research
(NBER) to capture periods of economic downturns; iii) the Aruoba-Diebold-Scotti Business Conditions
Index, as an aggregate measure of critical economic indicators; iv) the FRB Diffusion Index for Current
General Activity, which reports changes in general business activity for manufacturing firms; v) the Excess
Bond Premium of Gilchrist and Zakrajsek (2012) for investor sentiment regarding credit conditions; and vi)
the Macroeconomic Uncertainty Index of Jurado, Ludvigson, and Ng (2015).
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Figure 1: Conditional Shape of the Volatility Surface
This figure shows the conditional volatility surface for S&P 500 options. Panel A reports
the level of implied volatility (IV), using options with different maturities. Panel B reports
the volatility term structure, computed as the IV of an option with given maturity (between
30 and 250 days) minus the IV of an option with 30 days to maturity. Panel C reports the
volatility skew/smile, computed as the IV of an option with given moneyness (between 0.95
and 1.1) minus the IV of an option with a moneyness of 0.95. Panels A and B consider
at-the-money (ATM) options, while Panel C considers options with 30 days to maturity.
IV values are computed using the Proximal Trilinear Interpolation Technique presented in
Section 2.1.2. Good and bad times represent periods of NBER expansions and recessions,
respectively. The sample covers the period between January 4, 1996 and April 29, 2016.

a spike in short-term volatility and a reversal in the long run, which produces a downward-

sloping volatility term structure in bad times. However, general equilibrium models featuring

such mean-reversion (i.e., low degree of persistence) in stock return volatility would have

difficulty in generating a high level of equity risk premium. It, therefore, remains challenging

to explain the conditional term structure of implied volatility in an equilibrium model that

also generates realistic asset pricing moments. Our contribution is to address this tension

between option-pricing and macro-finance models and to highlight the economic ingredients

that help reconcile both strands of literature.

This paper proposes a consumption-based asset-pricing model with rare but severe eco-

nomic events. We consider a pure-exchange Lucas (1978) economy featuring persistent ex-
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pected growth and populated by a representative agent with Epstein and Zin (1989) pref-

erences. In equilibrium, the agent consumes the aggregate output of the economy, which is

subject to economic booms and disasters. An economic boom is characterized by a rare, large

increase in consumption. In contrast, a disaster implies a rare, sharp fall in consumption,

which can be interpreted as a severe economic downturn. Disasters are followed by rapid

recoveries, which reflects a period of abnormally high economic growth, as typically observed

around deep recessions. Our model thus builds on the empirical evidence that the economy

recovers quickly following crises, as documented in Gourio (2008), Nakamura, Steinsson,

Barro, and Ursua (2013), and Cavallo, Galiani, Noy, and Pantano (2013). We condition our

analysis on the state of the business cycle and refer to good (bad) times when the risk of a

disaster is low (high). In light of the recent Coronavirus crisis, the first quarter of 2020 can

reasonably be characterized as bad times, given the high likelihood of a severe consumption

drop, triggering a stock market meltdown followed by a rapid (V-shape) recovery in the

second quarter of 2020.

We show that economic disasters and recoveries play a primary role in understanding the

implied volatility term structure over the business cycle. Without post-crisis recoveries, a

high degree of persistence in the consumption process involves greater economic risk in the

long term, irrespective of the state of the economy. Higher (lower) disaster risk generates an

increase (decrease) in implied volatility for short and long maturities, and the term structure

of volatility remains upward sloping. In contrast, allowing for post-crisis recoveries helps

generate a downward-sloping term structure of volatility in bad times. Over a short horizon,

short-term volatility is particularly high because the economy (and the stock market) does

not have sufficient time to recover in the case of a sudden consumption drop. Over a longer

horizon, however, we expect the economy to recover rapidly. The stock market becomes
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relatively less risky as the economy recovers, thereby reducing the implied volatility of long-

maturity options. The positive slope of the volatility term structure in good times turns

negative in bad times, as we expect the economy to revert more quickly to the pre-crisis

level.

The combination of economic booms and recoveries helps explain the conditional relation

between implied volatility and moneyness that we observe in Figure 1: The relation is

negative (volatility skew) in bad times but features a U-shape (volatility smile) in good

times. In the absence of economic booms and recoveries, implied volatility always decreases

with moneyness. Implied volatility of OTM puts is higher than for ITM or ATM puts because

investors are willing to pay more for options that offer better insurance against adverse states

of the world. The presence of booms and post-crisis recoveries generates the exact opposite

effect: It increases the implied volatility of ITM puts (relative to OTM or ATM puts), as

such options pay off more during sudden increases in consumption growth, i.e., periods of

large and positive stock market returns. In bad times, put prices reflect more the premium

for disaster insurance than the prospect of improved economic conditions, which generates

the volatility skew. In good times, the impact of potential booms and recoveries on the

pricing of ITM puts becomes sizable, thereby creating the volatility smile. The theory that

we propose in this paper thus helps understand the key economic mechanisms underlying

the conditional properties of the implied volatility surface.

Our work is motivated by the vast literature exploring the implied volatility surface

empirically. Stein (1989) initiated the study of the term structure of implied volatility, while

Canina and Figlewski (1993) and Rubinstein (1994) are the first papers documenting the

volatility skew/smile in the U.S. index options. Various studies then show that the implied

volatility surface dynamically changes over time (e.g., Dumas, Fleming, and Whaley, 1998;
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Heston and Nandi, 2000).5 Based on this insight, a growing literature develops option-pricing

models to explain the observed dynamics of the volatility skew and term structure (e.g.,

Christoffersen, Jacobs, Ornthanalai, and Wang, 2008; Christoffersen, Heston, and Jacobs,

2009).6 Another body of studies exploits the asset pricing implications of the term structure

dynamics. For example, Goncalves and Guidolin (2006) show that movements of the implied

volatility surface are predictable. In turn, the volatility term structure has predictability

for future short-term implied volatility (Mixon, 2007) or future option returns (Vasquez,

2017). Finally, Christoffersen, Fournier, and Jacobs (2017) find that the dynamics of the

implied volatility surface from equity index options helps explain the variation in the implied

volatility surface across individual stocks. Our contribution to this literature is to rationalize

the dynamics of the implied volatility surface with economic theory.

This paper also relates to the literature introducing rare economic disasters into models

of option pricing. Benzoni et al. (2011) combine jumps and learning to explain the implied

volatility skew following the 1987 crash. Backus et al. (2011) compare estimates of disaster

risk between macro-finance and option-pricing models and discuss the implications for the

unconditional volatility skew. Du (2011) shows that introducing disaster risk in a habit

model helps understand the conditional properties of the volatility skew. Gabaix (2012) and

Wachter (2013) find that accounting for the time-varying severity/probability of disasters

helps resolve various asset pricing puzzles. Seo and Wachter (2019) extend this literature with

a stochastic intensity rare disaster model to explain the high level of implied volatility relative

to realized volatility. Time-varying but persistent disaster risk generates the volatility skew

5Related studies in the foreign exchange market include Xu and Taylor (1994) and Campa and Chang
(1995), who document the time-variation in the implied volatility term structure.

6These studies propose a two-factor stochastic volatility model. In contrast to the standard one-factor
model a la Heston (1993), introducing a second factor breaks down the relationship between the level of
implied volatility and its relation with moneyness, which are typically independent in the data.
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and the positive volatility term structure observed unconditionally for the S&P 500 index.

Barro and Liao (2020) estimate the conditional probability of rare disasters using equity

index option prices and document strong comovement across countries.

Our main contributions can be summarized as follows. First, we provide an equilibrium

model that rationalizes the procyclical volatility term structure in the data, which is negative

in bad times and positive in good times. Recoveries after severe economic downturns help

speed up the reversion in consumption to the pre-crisis level, which creates the bounce-back

effect in stock prices we typically observe following economic crises. Second, we explain the

joint dynamics of the slope of the volatility term structure and the volatility skew/smile,

which have typically been studied separately. We find that both dimensions respond to the

same economic forces, in the data and the model. Third, our theory generates reasonable

levels of equity risk premium, Sharpe ratio, equity return volatility, and implied volatility.

Hence, the consideration of booms, disasters, and recoveries in a consumption-based economy

helps rationalize the conditional properties of the option-implied volatility surface, while

generating asset pricing moments that remain comparable to their empirical counterparts.

Hence, this paper contributes to bridging the gap between macro finance and option pricing.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 documents how the im-

plied volatility surface varies across economic conditions. Section 3 presents the model and

discusses the predictions, while Section 4 concludes. Derivations, robustness checks, and

additional results are provided in Appendix.
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2 Empirical Analysis

In this section, we study the conditional properties of the volatility surface, which we use

as motivating evidence for our theory. We compute the daily implied volatility (IV) for the

S&P 500 index and analyze how the volatility term structure and volatility skew vary across

business conditions. We also provide a robustness analysis with alternative specifications

and option data on international equity markets.

2.1 Data

We first introduce our option database and describe the estimation technique to compute

the implied volatility at specific maturity and moneyness levels. We then define the term

structure slope and volatility skew before presenting the set of business indicators that we

use to condition the analysis.

2.1.1 Database Description

We retrieve end-of-day option data from the OptionMetrics database. Observations include

the contract bid and ask prices, strike price, expiration date, exercise style, trading volume,

open interest, and implied volatility, as well as the closing price of the underlying security.

We focus on the SPX option market, i.e., the most liquid product offered on the Chicago

Board Options Exchange, between January 1, 1996, and April 29, 2016.

OptionMetrics adopts industry standards to compute implied volatilities, using an inver-

sion of the Black-Scholes formula for European options. Implied volatilities for American

options are obtained from the Cox-Ross-Rubinstein binomial tree model (Cox, Ross, Ru-

binstein, et al., 1979). OptionMetrics computes interest rates from ICE IBA LIBOR rates
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and settlement prices of CME Eurodollar futures,7 with linear interpolation between market

data points, and uses a linear regression model based on the put-call parity to compute the

continuous dividend yield.

We apply various filters onto the OptionMetrics database to generate the final data set,

following standard practices in the option literature (see, e.g., Bakshi, Cao, and Chen (1997);

Dumas et al. (1998); Skiadopoulos, Hodges, and Clewlow (2000)). These filters, which we

describe in Appendix A.1, help minimize market microstructure concerns and to remove the

impact of outliers. Table A.1 presents descriptive statistics for our final sample.

2.1.2 Implied Volatility Estimation

Option contracts are traded for a finite number of unevenly distributed maturities and mon-

eyness levels. We consider a multivariate interpolation approach, inspired by Carr and Wu

(2009), to compute daily IV values for any maturity and moneyness. First, for a target time

to maturity T , we choose the two closest surrounding maturities among all available options.

Second, at each of the two maturities, we linearly interpolate between traded options to esti-

mate IV at the desired moneyness level M . Third, we interpolate between the two estimated

values to obtain IV pT,Mq.8 Appendix A.2 describes the approach, which we refer to as the

Proximal Trilinear Interpolation Technique (PTIT).

7Overnight London Interbank Offered Rate (LIBOR) rates are from ICE Benchmark Administration
Limited (IBA), while Eurodollar Futures quotes are from the CME Group (Chicago Mercantile Exchange &
Chicago Board of Trade).

8We allow for extrapolation of IV values when market data is insufficient to interpolate – within pre-
determined limits of maturity, moneyness, and implied volatility. The main advantage of the proposed
approach is that only four surrounding options are sufficient to estimate an IV at specific moneyness and
maturity coordinates. As such, we can precisely calculate IV without using all the points on the surface.
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2.1.3 Volatility Surface Measures

Our analysis of the volatility surface focuses on the volatility term structure and the volatility

skew. We measure the daily slope of the volatility term structure as the IV differential

between two options with equal moneyness levels but with different maturities. The day-t

term structure slope, denoted by TStpM,T2 � T1q, is given by

TStpM,T2 � T1q � IVtpM,T2q � IVtpM,T1q,

where M is the moneyness level, which is the exercise price divided by the index level, while

T1 and T2 reflect the time to maturity for each option (with T2 ¡ T1). We hereafter focus on

ATM options (M � 1) with T2 � 120 and T1 � 60 days to maturity , but consider alternative

sets of maturities in the robustness analysis (Section 2.3).

The relation between the IV of an option and its moneyness is another key dimension of

the volatility surface. We define the day-t volatility skew, denoted by SKtpM2 �M1, T q, as

SKtpM2 �M1, T q � IVtpM2, T q � IVtpM1, T q,

where M2 and M1 are the moneyness of each option (with M2 ¡M1). We focus on M2 � 1.1

and M1 � 1.05 to capture the IV differential between deep and weakly ITM put options

with T � 30 days to maturity. The relative pricing of ITM put options constitutes the most

interesting segment of the volatility surface, following Dennis, Mayhew, and Stivers (2006),

Benzoni et al. (2011), and Yan (2011), among others.
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Figure 2: Time Series of the Business Indicators
This figure displays six indicators of business conditions, which are the (year-on-year) returns
of the S&P 500 index (Panel A), the monthly NBER Recession Indicator (Panel B), the daily
Aruoba-Diebold-Scotti Business Conditions Index (Panel C), the monthly FRB Diffusion
Index for Current General Activity (Panel D), the monthly Gilchrist and Zakrajsek (2012)’s
Excess Bond Premium (Panel E), and the monthly Macroeconomic Uncertainty Index of
Jurado et al. (2015) (Panel F). Grey areas denote periods of bad times determined at the
indicator level. Section 2.1.4 describes the indicators and defines their periods of good and
bad times. The sample covers the period between January 4, 1996 and April 29, 2016.

2.1.4 Business Conditions

We measure variations in business conditions from six sources: i) the (year-on-year) returns

on the S&P 500 index as a measure of stock market performance; ii) the recession indicator

provided by the National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER) to capture periods of eco-

nomic downturns; iii) the Aruoba-Diebold-Scotti Business Conditions Index, as an aggregate

measure of key economic indicators; iv) the FRB Diffusion Index for Current General Activ-
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ity, which reports changes in general business activity for manufacturing firms; v) the Excess

Bond Premium of Gilchrist and Zakrajsek (2012) for investor sentiment regarding credit

conditions, which we obtain from the U.S. Federal Reserve; and vi) the Macroeconomic Un-

certainty Index of Jurado et al. (2015), as available on Sydney Ludvigson’s website. We

retrieve the remaining data from the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis. Appendix A.4

provides details on these business indicators and Table A.2 reports the descriptive statistics.

We determine periods of good and bad economic times at the indicator level. The NBER

recession indicator is straightforward, as values of 0 and 1 designate good and bad times, re-

spectively. For the pro-(counter)cyclical indicators, dates corresponding to the bottom (top)

quintile of the time-series capture bad times, while the remaining observations determine

periods of good times. Figure 2 displays the time series of the business indicators, and their

corresponding periods of bad times displayed with grey areas.

2.2 Conditional Volatility Surface

We study the conditional properties of the volatility surface by investigating how the volatil-

ity term structure (relation between IV and maturity) and the volatility skew (relation

between IV and moneyness) vary across business conditions.

2.2.1 Sample Splits

As a preliminary analysis, we condition the term structure slope and the volatility skew on

periods of good and bad times, as implied by each business indicator. Panel A of Table 1

shows that the average term structure slope is higher in good times than in bad times and

that the differences are highly statistically significant. The term structure slope in good

times ranges between 0.57% and 0.70% depending on the business indicator. By contrast,
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Table 1: Conditional Volatility Surface
This table reports the conditional volatility surface in good versus bad times, as measured
by different business indicators. Panel A reports the term structure slope, which is the
difference between the estimated implied volatility (IV) of ATM options with 120 and 60
days to maturity. Panel B reports the skew, which is the difference between the estimated
implied volatility (IV) of deep ITM (moneyness of 1.1) and weakly ITM (moneyness of 1.05)
put options with 30 days to maturity. Column (1) reports the unconditional slope, while
Columns (2) and (3) report the average slope in good times and bad times, respectively.
Column (4) presents the difference between (2) and (3), while Column (5) displays p-values
for the test of no difference. Section 2.1.4 describes the indicators and defines their periods of
good and bad times. All IV values are computed using the Proximal Trilinear Interpolation
Technique presented in Section 2.1.2. The sample covers the period between January 4,
1996 and April 29, 2016.

Unconditional

(1)

Good Times

(2)

Bad Times

(3)

Difference

(2)-(3)

P-value

Panel A: Term Structure Slope

S&P 500 Return 0.0042 0.0070 -0.0068 0.0137 0.0000

NBER Recession Indicator 0.0042 0.0057 -0.0079 0.0135 0.0000

ADS Business Conditions 0.0042 0.0065 -0.0048 0.0113 0.0000

FRB General Activity 0.0042 0.0064 -0.0044 0.0108 0.0000

Excess Bond Premium 0.0042 0.0070 -0.0068 0.0138 0.0000

Macroeconomic Uncertainty 0.0042 0.0056 -0.0012 0.0067 0.0000

Panel B: Volatility Skew

S&P 500 Return 0.0114 0.0154 -0.0045 0.0199 0.0000

NBER Recession Indicator 0.0114 0.0139 -0.0100 0.0239 0.0000

ADS Business Conditions 0.0114 0.0147 -0.0018 0.0165 0.0000

FRB General Activity 0.0114 0.0156 -0.0052 0.0208 0.0000

Excess Bond Premium 0.0114 0.0157 -0.0057 0.0214 0.0000

Macroeconomic Uncertainty 0.0114 0.0145 -0.0012 0.0157 0.0000

the term structure slope becomes negative in bad times, ranging between -0.79% and -0.12%.

During periods of adverse business conditions, options with longer maturities thus display

lower IV values than their shorter-term counterparts, whereas we observe the opposite in

good times.

Panel B of Table 1 shows that our measure of volatility skew is negative during bad

times and positive during good times. That is, in good economic times, the IV of deep ITM
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put options increases with moneyness, thereby generating the U-shape pattern that Figure

1 depicts. Specifically, we find that, in good times, the IV of puts with M � 1.1 is between

1.39% and 1.57% higher than the IV of puts with M � 1.05. This difference is economically

large. Besides, the difference in volatility skew between good and bad economic times is

always statistically significant.9 The results reported in Panels A and B are consistent

across the various indicators that we employ to characterize the state of the business cycle.

2.2.2 Regression Analysis

To investigate the dynamics of the volatility surface in greater detail, we now consider a

regression analysis exploiting our set of business indicators, either individually or jointly.

The specification that we estimate, based on daily data, is as follows:

Yt � βi,0 � βi,1INDi,t � εi,t,

where the dependent variable Yt is either the slope of the term structure TStpM,T2�T1q or

the volatility skew SKtpM2 �M1, T q, which are expressed in percentage points. We denote

by INDi,t the level of the business indicator i on day t and by βi,1 its regression coefficient.

To allow for adequate comparisons between regression coefficients, all independent variables

are standardized, i.e. centered at a mean of 0 and variance of 1. We report t-statistics based

on Newey-West standard errors with 10 lags.

Table 2 presents the regression results.10 Panel A shows that the term structure slope

9Unreported results indicate that the volatility skew is also statistically more pronounced in bad times
than in good times when we define the volatility skew as the IV differential between ITM (M � 1.1) and
ATM (M � 1) puts.

10Our analysis of the term structure considers ATM options (M � 1) with T2 � 120 and T1 � 60 days
to maturity. Regressions with alternative maturities or moneyness (ITM or OTM) generate very similar
results. Similarly, the volatility skew is computed using options with T � 30, but the results are robust to
alternative maturities. See Section 2.3 for a discussion.
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Table 2: Regression Analysis
This table reports results from the regressions of the term structure slope and volatility skew
on various business indicators. In Panel A, the dependent variable is the slope of the term
structure, which is computed as the implied volatility differential between ATM options with
120 and 60 days to maturity. In Panel B, the dependent variable is the volatility skew, which
is computed as the implied volatility differential between put options of moneyness levels
equal to 1.1 and 1.05, with a maturity of 30 days. See Section 2.1.4 for the definition of the
business indicators. The t-statistics reported below the regression coefficients are based on
Newey-West standard errors with 10 lags. The sample covers the period between January
4, 1996 and April 29, 2016.

Panel A: Term Structure Slope

S&P 500 Return 0.568*** 0.256***

(7.835) (3.695)

NBER Recession Indicator -0.417*** -0.046

(5.180) (0.787)

ADS Business Conditions 0.433*** -0.259***

(5.272) (2.812)

FRB General Activity 0.490*** 0.096

(6.572) (1.612)

Excess Bond Premium -0.662*** -0.598***

(8.191) (6.627)

Macroeconomic Uncertainty -0.433*** 0.033

(4.441) (0.298)

Obs. 5113 5113 5113 5113 5113 5113 5113

Adj. R-Squared (%) 23.56 12.71 13.69 17.54 31.99 13.65 35.06

Panel B: Volatility Skew

S&P 500 Return 0.668*** -0.256**

(7.980) (2.241)

NBER Recession Indicator -0.741*** -0.306**

(8.871) (2.528)

ADS Business Conditions 0.588*** -0.848***

(6.940) (5.346)

FRB General Activity 0.922*** 0.531***

(12.33) (4.295)

Excess Bond Premium -1.124*** -1.372***

(18.27) (11.39)

Macroeconomic Uncertainty -0.657*** -0.031

(8.711) (0.224)

Obs. 4807 4807 4807 4807 4807 4807 4807

Adj. R-Squared (%) 4.982 6.143 3.852 9.513 14.17 4.820 17.94
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increases with business conditions, as indicated by the positive relation with stock market

performance, the Aruoba-Diebold-Scotti Business Conditions Index, and the FRB Diffusion

Index for Current General Activity. There is a negative relation between the term structure

slope and indicators that typically increase in periods of economic downturns, such as the

recession-based indicator from the NBER, the Gilchrist and Zakrajsek (2012)’s Excess Bond

Premium, and the Macroeconomic Uncertainty Index of Jurado et al. (2015). Similarly, Panel

B shows that the relation between the volatility skew is positive for the cyclical indicators

and negative for the countercyclical indicators.

In both analyses, all regression coefficients are highly statistically significant and of the

expected sign. In addition, the magnitude of the coefficients (in absolute terms) are very

similar across the various business measures. These results provide support for the procyclical

nature of the term structure slope and volatility skew.

Overall, changes in business conditions jointly explain 35.1% and 17.9% of the daily

variations in the term structure slope and volatility skew (Table 2, last columns). Figure

3 plots the time series of the term structure slope (Panel A) and volatility skew (Panel B)

against the fitted values from their projection onto the business conditions and a constant.

The fitted time series closely match the original time series, which indicates that business

conditions are fundamental drivers of the conditional volatility surface.

2.3 Robustness

We conduct various tests that confirm the robustness of our empirical analysis. We consider

alternative models for the IV estimation, analyze the dynamics of the volatility surface

for different option specifications, and replicate our main results for five alternative equity

indices in the U.S. and across the world. Appendix B reports and discusses the results.
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Figure 3: Fit to the Volatility surface
This figure shows the fitted values from the regression of the term structure slope and
volatility skew on business conditions. Panel A displays the term structure slope, which
is the implied volatility (IV) differential between at-the-money (ATM) options with 120
and 60 days to maturity. Panel B displays the volatility skew, which is the IV differential
between deep ITM (moneyness of 1.10) and weakly ITM (moneyness of 1.05) put options
with 30 days to maturity. IV values are computed using the Proximal Trilinear Interpolation
Technique presented in Section 2.1.2. The time series are smoothed using a 10-day moving
average. The sample covers the period between January 4, 1996 and April 29, 2016.

Alternative Estimation Models As a first robustness check, we use four alternative

methods to compute IV for a given maturity and moneyness. Model 1 reproduces the

nearest-neighbor interpolation method of the PTIT without extrapolation, i.e., restricting

the estimation of IV values within the bounds of ”traded” IVs. Model 2 stands in-between the

PTIT and Model 1, allowing for extrapolation but along the moneyness axis only. Model

3 incorporates a liquidity factor in the selection of the ”nearest neighbors,” such that we

specify moneyness and maturity ranges around the target and select the four most traded

options within these limits. Lastly, Model 4 uses cubic spline interpolation to estimate IV

(Carr and Wu, 2009; Chang, Christoffersen, Jacobs, and Vainberg, 2012). Appendix A.3

offers a detailed description of these estimation methods, while Appendix B.1 presents the

empirical results when we replace the PTIT by each of these alternative models (Table B.1).
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Alternative Option Characteristics We then consider different option moneyness and

maturity span. We compare the benchmark results regarding the volatility term structure

(ATM options) to the results with OTM (moneyness of 0.95) and ITM (moneyness of 1.05)

put options (Table B.2). We also estimate the term structure slope using options with 90-30,

150-50, and 200-100 days to maturity (Table B.3). Appendix B.2 reports and discusses the

results for these different option characteristics.

Alternative Markets Finally, we show that the procyclicality in the volatility surface

is not limited to the S&P 500 option market. We analyze options on alternative equity

markets, including the Russell 2000, the MSCI Brazil Index, China Large-Cap Index, the

MSCI EAFE Index, which is composed of large- and mid-capitalization developed market

equities, excluding the U.S. and Canada, and the MSCI Emerging Markets Index. Appendix

B.3 presents the descriptive statistics for each option market (Tables B.4 to B.8) and reports

the results (Table B.9).

In summary, the empirical findings are similar across different moneyness levels, maturity

spans, and option markets. Our analysis provides, therefore, robust empirical support for

the procyclical nature of the volatility term structure slope and volatility skew. The term

structure is upward-sloping in good times and downward-sloping in bad times, while the

volatility skew is negative in bad times and resembles a U-shape (smile) in good times.

Business cycle fluctuations thus play a critical role in shaping the conditional volatility

surface for equity index options.
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3 Theory

In this section, we develop a model that rationalizes the conditional properties of the implied

volatility surface. We first describe our economy, which features rare economic booms and

disasters followed by recoveries, and solve for the European put option written on equilib-

rium market prices. We then calibrate the model to match critical moments of aggregate

consumption and dividend growth rates and discuss the theoretical predictions.

3.1 Economic Environment

We consider a pure-exchange economy (Lucas, 1978) populated by a representative investor

with recursive preferences (Epstein and Zin, 1989). The investor’s utility function is defined

by

Ut �
�
p1 � δτ qC

1�γ
θ

t � δτEt
�
U1�γ
t�τ

� 1
θ

� θ
1�γ

,

where Ct is consumption, δ is the subjective discount factor per unit of time, γ is the

coefficient of relative risk aversion, ψ is the elasticity of intertemporal substitution (EIS),

θ � 1�γ
1� 1

ψ

, and τ is a time interval.

Aggregate consumption Ct is characterized as follows:

logCt �xc,t � zt � zbt, (1)

where xc,t is the consumption component excluding extreme events, zt captures disasters
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followed by recoveries, and zbt accounts for economic booms. The dynamics of xc,t satisfy

dxc,t �pµt � 1
2
σ2
c qdt� σcdBxt, (2)

dµt �φµpµ̄� µtqdt� σµdBµt,

where µt is the expected growth rate, which mean-reverts at a speed φµ towards a long-run

growth rate µ̄. The standard Brownian motions Bxt and Bµt are independent. The dynamics

of zt and zbt satisfy

dzt ��φzztdtlooomooon
Recoveries

� ξtdNztloomoon
Disasters

,

dλt �φλpλ̄� λtqdt� σλ
a
λtdBλt,

dzbt �ξbtdNbtloomoon
Booms

,

where Nzt and Nbt are Poisson processes with time-varying intensity λt (Wachter, 2013) and

constant intensity λb, respectively. The disaster intensity λt mean-reverts at a speed φλ

towards the long-term mean λ̄. The standard Brownian motion Bλt is independent of both

Bxt and Bµt.

Disasters are modeled as negative jumps inducing a sudden, severe drop in consumption.

The jump size ξt follows a negative time invariant exponential distribution with parameter η.

The magnitude of the disaster is characterized by the following moment-generating function

%ξpuq � Et
�
euξt

� � 1

1 � u
η

.

Conditional on the occurrence of a disaster (dNzt � 1), log-consumption falls instantaneously
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by an amount ξt. Following the disaster, the process zt reverts back to zero at speed φz,

which implies an abnormally high consumption growth. Therefore, this model features post-

disaster recoveries, as in Hasler and Marfè (2016). If the mean-reversion speed φz is equal to

zero, there are no recoveries and disasters are permanent. Our model with recoveries builds

on the empirical evidence that economic growth is substantially higher after a disaster than

unconditionally (e.g., Gourio, 2008; Nakamura et al., 2013; Cavallo et al., 2013).

In addition, we follow Tsai and Wachter (2016) and model economic booms as large, posi-

tive jumps in consumption. The jump intensity λb is assumed to be constant for simplicity,11

and the jump size ξbt follows a positive time invariant exponential distribution with param-

eter ηb. The magnitude of the boom is characterized by the following moment-generating

function

%ξbpuq � Et
�
euξbt

� � 1

1 � u
ηb

.

There are three risky securities. The first one, in supply of one unit, pays the aggre-

gate output of the economy, which is equal to the investor’s aggregate consumption, Ct, in

equilibrium. The second one, in zero net supply, is a stock that pays a dividend, Dt. The

log-dividend satisfies

logDt � α pxc,t � ztq � zbt, (3)

where αxc,t is the normal times (no disasters and no booms) dividend growth rate, αzt

captures disasters and recoveries in dividends, and zbt represents booms in dividends. Com-

paring Equations (1) and (2) to Equation (3) shows that α represents the leverage factor on

11Assuming that booms have time-varying intensity does not alter any of our results. It does, however,
add one state variable.
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normal times consumption growth and consumption disasters, as in Wachter (2013). The

leverage factor on consumption booms is equal to one, which implies that the magnitude of

a boom in log dividends is the same as that in log consumption.

The third risky security, in zero net supply, is a European put option written on the

stock. In addition, there is a risk-free asset paying the risk-free rate rt.

3.2 Characterization of Asset Prices

We follow Eraker and Shaliastovich (2008) to solve for asset prices. The representative

investor’s log wealth-consumption ratio, wct, is characterized in Proposition 1 below.

Proposition 1. In equilibrium, the investor’s log wealth-consumption ratio satisfies

wct � log
Wt

Ct
� A�BJYt � A�B2µt �B3zt �B4λt, (4)

where “J” is the transpose operator, and Yt � pxc,t, µt, zt, λt, zbtqJ is the vector of state

variables.

The coefficients A P R and B P R5 solve a system of equations provided in Appendix C.1.

Proof. See Appendix C.1.

The risk-free rate rt, market price of continuous risk vector Λc
t , and market price of jump

risk vector Λd
t are defined in Proposition 2.

Proposition 2. The dynamics of the state-price density Mt follows

dMt

Mt

� �rtdt� pΛc
tqJdBt �

5̧

i�1

�
Λd
t

i
dN i

t � Et
�

Λd
t

i
	
lipYtqdt

	
,
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where the risk-free rate rt, the market price of continuous risk Λc
t , and the market price of

jump risk Λd
t satisfy

rt � Φ0 � ΦJ
1 Yt � Φ0 � Φ12µt � Φ13zt � Φ14λt, (5)

Λc
t � ΣpYtqJΩ,

Λd
t

i � 1 � eΩiJit , where i � 1, . . . , 5 stands for the i-th coordinate.

The vector of jump sizes Jt, the vector of jump intensities lpYtq, the vector Ω P R5, and the

matrix ΣpYtq P R5�5 are provided in Appendix C.1. The coefficient Φ0 P R and Φ1 P R5 solve

a system of equations provided in Appendix C.2.

Proof. See Appendix C.2.

The log price-dividend ratio, pdt, is characterized in Proposition 3 below.

Proposition 3. The equilibrium log price-dividend ratio of the stock satisfies

pdt � log
Pt
Dt

� Ad �BJ
d Yt � Ad �Bd2µt �Bd3zt �Bd4λt. (6)

The coefficients Ad P R and Bd P R5 solve a system of equations provided in Appendix C.3.

Proof. See Appendix C.3.

Equations (4), (5), and (6) show that the wealth-consumption ratio, the risk-free rate,

and the price-dividend are stationary, as they only depend on the expected consumption

growth rate µt, the process governing disasters and recoveries zt, and the disaster intensity

λt.
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The price of a European put option, putt, written on the stock is characterized in Propo-

sition 4 below.

Proposition 4. The price of a European put option written on the stock satisfies

putt � EQ
t

�
e�

³T
t rsds max p0;K � PT q

	
� KGtplogK � Ap; τ, 05�1, Bpq � eApGtplogK � Ap; τ, Bp, Bpq,

where K is the strike price, Q is the risk-neutral measure characterized in Appendix C.4,

and τ � T � t is the time to maturity. The coefficients Ap P R, Bp P R5, and the function

Gtp.; ., ., .q P R are provided in Appendix C.5.

Proof. See Appendix C.5.

The implied-volatility of the European put option, σBSt , is provided in Definition 1 below.

Definition 1. The implied-volatility of the European put option, σBSt , is such that

putt � putBSt � e�rtτKΦ
��d2pσBSt q�� Pte

�gtτΦ
��d1pσBSt q� ,

where gt � e�pdt is the dividend yield of the stock, and Φp.q is the Gaussian cumulative

distribution function with mean 0 and variance 1. The functions d1p.q and d2p.q satisfy

d1pσBSt q � log pPt{Kq �
�
rt � gt � 1

2
pσBSt q2� τ

σBSt
?
τ

,

d2pσBSt q � d1pσBSt q � σBSt
?
τ .
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3.3 Calibration

Table 3 reports the calibration of the model. We follow Wachter (2013) for the long-term

consumption growth rate (µ̄ � 0.0252), the consumption growth volatility (σc � 0.02), and

the leverage factor (α � 2.6). Regarding the disaster probability parameters, Barro and

Liao (2020) estimate an annualized mean of 0.062, an annualized volatility of 0.066, and a

monthly AR(1) coefficient equal to 0.88. These values translate into the following intensity

parameters: φλ � � log p0.88q � 12 � 1.534, λ̄ � 0.062, and σλ � 0.066�?2φλ?
λ̄

� 0.464.

The expected consumption growth parameters (φµ � 0.2, σµ � 0.015) are in line with the

long-run risk literature (Bansal and Yaron, 2004). The speed of recovery is set to φz � 0.2,

which implies a 50% recovery within 3.5 years from the disaster, consistent with the estimates

of Gourio (2008) and Nakamura et al. (2013). A disaster size parameter of η � 3.55 implies

an average drop in consumption conditional on a disaster of 22%, which is a lower bound of

the average disaster size estimated by Barro and Ursua (2008). Following Tsai and Wachter

(2016), we assume that the intensity of booms is λb � 0.0286. The boom size parameter is

ηb � 11.11, which implies an average positive jump in consumption of 10% conditional on

a boom. The latter value is consistent with the average consumption boom size observed

in Barro and Ursua (2008)’s international consumption data: Conditional on the annual

consumption growth rate being larger than 5%, which is the threshold for booms suggested

by Tsai and Wachter (2016), the average annual consumption growth rate is 10%.

Finally, we set the coefficient of relative risk aversion and the elasticity of intertemporal

substitution (EIS) to γ � 4 and ψ � 0.7, respectively. While the EIS parameter is smaller

than one, the leverage factor is large enough to generate a negative relationship between the

price-dividend ratio and the disaster intensity, and a positive relationship between the risk

premium and the disaster intensity. Therefore, our calibration implies a negative relationship
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Table 3: Model Calibration
This table reports the parameter values of the model. Panel A presents the economic
environment, while Panel B presents the investor preferences. Section 3.3 discusses the
calibration of the model. Values are annualized.

Parameter Symbol Value

Panel A: Economy
Volatility of consumption growth σc 0.02
Long-term expected growth µ̄ 0.0252
Volatility of expected growth σµ 0.015
Reversion speed of expected growth φµ 0.2
Reversion speed of disaster intensity φλ 1.534
Long-term disaster intensity λ̄ 0.062
Volatility of disaster intensity σλ 0.464
Disaster size parameter η 3.55
Speed of recovery φz 0.2
Boom intensity λb 0.0286
Boom size parameter ηb 11.11
Leverage factor α 2.6

Panel B: Preferences
Relative risk aversion γ 4
Elasticity of intertemporal substitution (EIS) ψ 0.7
Subjective discount factor δ 0.96

between the risk premium and the price-dividend ratio, as observed in the data (Cochrane,

2008; van Binsbergen and Koijen, 2010).

Table 4 reports key empirical and model-implied economic moments in Panel A and

asset pricing moments in Panel B. The model jointly captures several salient features of the

economy and generates reasonable values for the asset pricing moments. In particular, the

model yields an average equity risk premium of 6.57%, an average equity return volatility of

13.55%, an average Sharpe ratio of 0.48, and an average implied volatility of 20.46%. Those
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Table 4: Model-Implied and Empirical Moments
This table compares unconditional economic and asset pricing moments in the model and
in the data. Panel A reports empirical consumption/GDP moments related to disasters,
recoveries, and booms from Gourio (2008), Barro and Ursua (2008), Nakamura et al. (2013),
and Barro and Liao (2020). Panel B reports empirical asset pricing moments for the periods
1990-2007 and 1996-2016. For the period 1990-2007, Bollerslev et al. (2009) report an
annualized risk premium of 6.44%, a monthly realized variance of 14.94 bps, and a monthly
implied variance of 33.23 bps. The corresponding levels of realized and implied volatility
in annualized terms are

a
12� 14.94{10000 � 13.39% and

a
12� 33.23{10000 � 19.97%,

respectively. For the period 1996-2016, which is the sample studied in Section 2, the equity
risk premium is the mean S&P 500 return in excess of the 3-month T-bill rate, the equity
return volatility is the volatility of the aforementioned S&P 500 excess returns, and the
implied volatility is the mean implied volatility of SPX options (see Table A.1). Values are
annualized when applicable.

Model Data

Panel A: Economic Moments
Average disaster probability 6.2% 6.2%
Volatility of disaster probability 6.6% 6.6%
Monthly AR(1) coefficient of disaster probability 0.88 0.88
Average drop due to a disaster 22% 22% � 25%
Number of years for a 50% recovery 3.5 3 � 4
Average surge due to a boom 10% 10%

Panel B: Asset Pricing Moments 1990-2007 1996-2016
Equity risk premium 6.57% 6.44% 5.45%
Equity return volatility 13.55% 13.39% 13.42%
Equity Sharpe ratio 0.48 0.48 0.41
Implied volatility 20.46% 19.97% 20.67%

values are in line with the data observed over different sample periods.12

12The model also generates a realistic term structure of interest rates. The 1-month, 1-year, and 10-year
model-implied risk-free bond yields are 1.63%, 2.30%, and 4.66%, respectively.
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3.4 Term Structure of Implied Volatility

Figure 4 depicts the conditional term structure of option-implied volatility (IV) for differ-

ent types of economies. We compare the predictions of a model featuring i) post-disaster

recoveries, economic booms, and time-varying expected growth (Panel A); ii) post-disaster

recoveries, no economic booms, and time-varying expected growth (Panel B); iii) no post-

disaster recoveries, no economic booms, and time-varying expected growth (Panel C); and

iv) post-disaster recoveries, economic booms, and constant expected growth (Panel D).13 In

each case, we report the IV term structure over the business cycle. Good (bad) times corre-

spond to a disaster intensity equal to λt � 0.05% (14.72%), as determined by the midpoint

of the bottom (top) quintile of the long-run distribution of λt, consistent with our empirical

analysis.

The full model generates an IV term structure that is upward sloping in good times.

When expected consumption growth is time-varying and persistent, the economy features

greater risk in the long run than in the short run for an agent with a preference for early

resolution of uncertainty (γ ¡ 1{ψ). The stock market becomes relatively riskier over a

longer horizon, which implies that the IV of a long-maturity option becomes higher than the

IV of a short-maturity option, as illustrated in Panels A, B, and C.

When expected consumption growth is constant, however, the IV term structure becomes

decreasing in good times (Panel D). While time-varying disaster intensity also increases risk

in the long term (van Binsbergen, Brandt, and Koijen, 2012), this effect is not strong enough

to dominate the downward-sloping effect implied by economic recoveries. Hence, we find that

time-varying, persistent expected growth (long run risk) is a critical feature of the economy,

13We do not explore the case of a constant disaster intensity, as the equity volatility, the equity risk
premium, the market price of risk, and the implied volatility would no longer vary across states of good and
bad times.
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Figure 4: Implied Volatility Term Structure by Economic Conditions
The figure depicts the conditional term structure of implied volatility for different economies.
The economy features post-disaster recoveries, economic booms, and time-varying expected
growth (Panel A), post-disaster recoveries, no economic booms, and time-varying expected
growth (Panel B), no post-disaster recoveries, no economic booms, and time-varying ex-
pected growth (Panel C), and post-disaster recoveries, economic booms, and constant ex-
pected growth (Panel D). Good (bad) times denote a disaster intensity equal to λt � 0.05%
(14.72%), which corresponds to the midpoint of the bottom (top) quintile of the long-run
distribution of λt. State variables are zt � zbt � 0 and µt � µ̄. We set γ � 2 in the
no-recovery case to ensure finiteness of prices. The calibration is provided in Table 3.

not only to generate reasonable levels of asset pricing moments (Bansal and Yaron, 2004),

but also to produce the upward-sloping IV term structure during good economic times.
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In bad times, the slope of the term structure turns negative, and economic recoveries play

a primary role in generating the slope reversal. Short-term volatility is particularly high when

disaster risk is high (bad times), as we expect the stock market to decline substantially (and

thus to become more volatile) in the case of a disaster. Over a longer term, however, we

expect the economy to gradually recover following a disaster, which makes the stock market

relatively less risky as the horizon increases. The presence of recoveries helps reduce the IV of

long-maturity options relative to short-term ones, and this dampening effect is particularly

strong when the risk of disaster is severe. Hence, the IV term structure becomes downward

sloping in bad times. Note that this effect remains similar with (Panel A) and without (Panel

B) the consideration of economic booms.

By contrast, in an economy ignoring post-disaster recoveries (Panel C), the IV term

structure is counterfactually upward sloping in bad times. The absence of economic recoveries

prevents reducing the long-term level of stock market risk when the risk of disaster is high.

Furthermore, the positive slope becomes even slightly stronger in bad times than in good

times, as long-run risk is priced more severely when the state of the economy deteriorates.

In sum, our theoretical analysis shows that an economy with time-varying expected

growth and post-disaster recoveries features an upward-sloping term structure of volatility

in good times and a downward-sloping term structure in bad times. In comparison, ignoring

either time-varying expected growth or post-disaster recoveries implies a term structure slope

that becomes inconsistent with the data.

3.5 Implied Volatility Skew

Figure 5 illustrates the conditional relation between implied volatility and option moneyness

for different economies. Good and bad times still correspond to states in which the disaster
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Figure 5: Implied Volatility Skew by Economic Conditions
This figure depicts the conditional implied volatility skew for different economies. The econ-
omy features post-disaster recoveries, economic booms, and time-varying expected growth
(Panels A and B), post-disaster recoveries, no economic booms, and time-varying expected
growth (Panels C and D), no post-disaster recoveries, no economic booms, and time-varying
expected growth (Panels E and F), and post-disaster recoveries, economic booms, and con-
stant expected growth (Panels G and H). Good (bad) times denote a disaster intensity equal
to λt � 0.05% (14.72%), which corresponds to the midpoint of the bottom (top) quintile
of the long-run distribution of λt. The right panels zoom on the prediction in good times.
Options have a maturity of one month. State variables are zt � zbt � 0 and µt � µ̄. We set
γ � 2 in the no-recovery case to ensure finiteness of prices. The calibration is provided in
Table 3.
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intensity is low and high, respectively.

In bad times, the IV of a put option decreases with its moneyness, which is typically

referred to as the volatility skew. High disaster risk induces OTM puts to have a higher IV

than ATM and ITM puts, as in Benzoni et al. (2011) and Seo and Wachter (2019), among

others. Intuitively, investors are willing to pay more for options that offer better insurance

against disaster states, especially when such risk is high. The pattern observed in bad times

is similar across economies, except when expected consumption growth is constant (Panel

G). In this specific case, the risk of a very negative expected growth vanishes, which makes

OTM calls more valuable than in the case of time-varying expected growth. Such an economy

implies a smile in bad times, at odds with the data.

In good times, the IV differential between ITM and ATM puts becomes positive in an

economy featuring both post-disaster recoveries and booms, either with (Panels A and B)

or without (Panels G and H) time-varying expected growth. The surface thus resembles

a smile when economic conditions improve. While the risk of disasters tends to increase

the IV of OTM puts relative to that of ITM puts, as OTM put prices mostly reflect the

demand for disaster insurance, the combination of recoveries and booms generates the exact

opposite effect. The prospect of improved economic conditions increases the IV of ITM

puts (relative to OTM or ATM puts), as these options pay off more during recoveries and

booms. This effect becomes relatively sizable when disaster risk is low, therefore creating

the clear volatility smile in good times. In contrast, the volatility smile observed in good

times disappears if we ignore economic booms, whether we account (Panels C and D) or not

(Panels E and F) for recoveries. In both cases, we observe a volatility skew in good and bad

times, at odds with the empirical evidence. Economic booms thus play a primary role in

generating the smile pattern observed in the equity option market.
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Overall, we propose a model that can produce a procyclical slope of the implied volatility

term structure, being positive in good times and negative in bad times, as well as a volatility

skew in bad times and a volatility smile in good times. The main contribution of the model

is to help understand the key economic mechanisms underlying the conditional properties

of the implied volatility surface, although our theory also does a decent job at matching the

empirical regularities of the option market presented in Table 1.14 Our analysis shows that

an economy with time-varying expected growth, economic booms, and disasters followed

by recoveries can reconcile asset-pricing theory with stylized features of the option market,

while keeping standard asset pricing moments consistent with the data.

4 Conclusion

Equity option data suggest that implied volatility increases with the option’s maturity in

good times but becomes decreasing in maturity when economic conditions deteriorate. Also,

the implied volatility is negatively related to moneyness in bad times, but the relation resem-

bles a smile when economic conditions improve. The procyclical nature of the volatility term

structure and volatility skew are robust features of the option market, both in the U.S. and

internationally. We show that an asset-pricing model with economic booms, disasters, and

recoveries delivers predictions that are in line with these stylized empirical facts. Our the-

ory helps reconcile macro finance and observed option prices while simultaneously capturing

other salient features of the equity market.

14On the quantitative side, the full model generates the following predictions: IV pT � 120q�IV pT � 60q �
1.19% and IV pM � 1.1q � IV pM � 1.05q � 2.02% in good times; IV pT � 120q � IV pT � 60q � �1.26%
and IV pM � 1.1q � IV pM � 1.05q � �0.89% in bad times.
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Appendix

A Data and Methodology

A.1 Filters and Data Cleaning

We apply the following filters onto the OptionMetrics database to generate our final data

set, following the existing literature (see, e.g., Bakshi et al. (1997); Dumas et al. (1998);

Skiadopoulos et al. (2000)):

i. Options for which time to expiry is inferior to a week are removed from the sample,

as the implied volatility metrics become sensitive to pricing errors and often behave

erratically.

ii. Options with maturities over 365 days are omitted, as they are often illiquid.

iii. Options with moneyness levels below 0.8 or above 1.2 are excluded, due to liquidity

concerns and IV sensitiveness to pricing errors. We define moneyness as the ratio of

the strike price to the value of the underlying asset.

iv. Options with IV values below 4% or above 90% are removed from the sample because

such outliers are often associated with pricing errors.

v. Options priced below $0.10 (as determined by the bid-ask midpoint) are excluded to

reduce distortions from variations in discrete market prices.

vi. Options with zero volume or open-interest are removed from the sample.

vii. We only consider out-of-the-money (OTM) call and put options - i.e., call options

with moneyness equal or above 1 and put options with moneyness equal or below 1.

In-the-money options are often more expensive and less liquid.

Table A.1 presents descriptive statistics for the final sample of S&P 500 (SPX) options.
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Table A.1: Descriptive Statistics for S&P 500 (SPX) Options
This table reports the descriptive statistics for the implied volatility, the moneyness level
(defined as the ratio of the strike price to the value of the underlying asset), the maturity of
the options (in days), the daily trading volume (number of traded contracts) for all available
options, the daily average trading volume per option, the daily open interest (number of
contracts outstanding) for all options, the daily average open interest per option, the number
of options traded per day, the number of available maturities per day, and the average
number of moneyness levels per available day and maturity. The data set covers the period
between January 4, 1996 and April 29, 2016.

Number of

observations

Median Average Standard

deviation

Minimum Maximum

Implied Volatility (%) 1247116 19.15 20.67 8.801 4.884 89.93

Moneyness Level (%) 1247116 97.35 97.19 8.476 80.00 120.0

Maturity (Days) 1247116 44.00 67.17 70.36 6.000 365.0

Daily Volume, Total (000s) 5113 207.8 265.9 229.0 4.450 2003

Daily Volume, Per Option (000s) 5113 0.960 1.226 0.819 0.063 7.625

Daily Open Interest, Total (000s) 5113 2826 2874 2046 196.0 7536

Daily Open Interest, Per Option (000s) 5113 11.62 14.09 7.807 2.820 38.38

Number of Options Traded per Day 5113 126.0 243.9 269.8 29.00 1727

Average number of Available Maturities 5113 6.000 8.705 4.880 4.000 27.00

Average number of Moneyness Levels 5113 20.00 23.08 10.15 7.167 67.86

A.2 Baseline IV Estimation

Option contracts are traded for a finite number of unevenly distributed maturities and mon-

eyness levels. Consequently, the IV surface has a degenerated design. We propose an esti-

mation technique to compute daily IV values at any given maturity or moneyness level. This

section provides details on our approach, which we call the Proximal Trilinear Interpolation

Technique (PTIT). Appendix A.3 describes variations of this approach.

For a target maturity T , we choose the closest surrounding maturities available on the

market. For each maturity, we linearly interpolate between traded options to estimate volatil-

ity metrics at the desired moneyness level M . We then interpolate between the two estimated

values to obtain �IV tpM,T q on day t, according to the following trilinear method:

�IV tpM,T q �
��IV 1

t pM,T1q � pT2 � T q � �IV 2
t pM,T2q � pT � T1q

�
{pT2 � T1q
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Figure A.1: The Proximal Trilinear Interpolation Technique (PTIT)
The figure illustrates the PTIT for a target moneyness level of 1 and a target maturity
of 60 days. Available and estimated levels of implied volatility (IV) are displayed with
star and diamond markers, respectively. Values in blue correspond to the closest available
maturity below the target of 60 days (55 days here), while values in red correspond to the
closest available maturity above the target of 60 days (65 days here). The blue and red
lines depict the two linear interpolations that we implement to estimate IV at the desired
moneyness level (blue and red diamond markers). Lastly, the green line depicts the final
linear interpolation that estimates IV for the target maturity and moneyness coordinates
(green diamond marker).

with

�IV 1
t pM,T1q � rIVtpM1, T1q � pM2 �Mq � IVtpM2, T1q � pM �M1qs {pM2 �M1q�IV 2
t pM,T2q � rIVtpM3, T2q � pM4 �Mq � IVtpM4, T2q � pM �M3qs {pM4 �M3q,

where T1 and T2 ¡ T1 correspond to the closest available maturities around T , M1 and

M2 ¡M1 are the closest available moneyness levels around M for options with maturity T1,

whereas M3 and M4 ¡ M3 are the closest available moneyness levels around M for options

with maturity T2. We denote by IVt the IV of an existing traded option and by �IV t the

estimated IV of a synthetic option. Figure A.1 offers a visual representation of the PTIT.

We allow for linear extrapolation of implied volatility values when market data is insuf-

ficient to interpolate on both the moneyness and maturity axis. This situation arises when
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Figure A.2: Proximal Trilinear Interpolation Technique (PTIT) with Extrapo-
lation
The figure illustrates the PTIT for a target moneyness level of 1 and a target maturity of
55 days, assuming that no options are available for a maturity below 60 and for moneyness
above 1. Available and estimated levels of implied volatility (IV) are displayed with star
and diamond markers, respectively. Values in blue and red correspond to the two closest
available maturities above the target of 55 days (60 and 65 days, respectively). The blue
and red lines depict the two linear extrapolations that we implement to estimate IV at the
desired moneyness level (blue and red diamond markers). The green line depicts the final
linear extrapolation that estimates IV for the target maturity and moneyness coordinates
(green diamond marker).

traded options do not provide enough information to execute the linear interpolations. Fig-

ure A.2 offers a visual representation of this method. Specific limits are applied to ensure

the validity of the extrapolated results at each step of the PTIT, in line with the filters

described in Appendix A.1. For each extrapolation, we only keep the IV estimates above

4% and below 90%. In addition, we only keep the estimates if the difference between the

extrapolated IV and the closest available IV (that we use for the extrapolation) is inferior

to 10%.

The specific implementation of the PTIT is as follows. When calculating �IV 1
t pM,T1q

as per the equations above, with T1 being the closest available maturity below the target

maturity T , it is possible that no option trades with a moneyness level below the target

moneyness M (i.e., M1 does not exist). In this case, two options with maturity T1 and
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moneyness levels above M are used to extrapolate �IV 1
t pM,T1q. If the extrapolation is not

applicable (i.e., the data set is insufficient) or does not respect the above-described filters,

T1 becomes the next closest maturity below T . If the calculation of �IV 1
t pM,T1q is still

not feasable, the iteration continues with the next closest maturity. The same process is

applied when computing �IV 2
t pM,T2q, where T2 is effectively the closest maturity above T

for which the computation of �IV 2
t pM,T2q is achievable and in line with the applied filters.

If we cannot estimate �IV 1
t pM,T1q or �IV 2

t pM,T2q with T1   T   T2, we obtain �IV tpM,T q
by extrapolation. In this case, �IV tpM,T q is extrapolated using the estimated IV for the two

closest maturities above T , i.e., T2 ¡ T1 ¡ T . Alternatively, we consider the estimated IV

for the two closest maturities below T , i.e., T1   T2   T , depending on data availability.

Following the iteration process described above, if the available option data set does not

allow for IV estimation at the desired maturity and moneyness coordinates, the data point

(i.e., the IV value and the corresponding date) is discarded from the sample. Note that this

is not a concern for the analysis of S&P 500 options, as we are able to estimate IV for all

observations.

A.3 Alternative IV Estimations

This Appendix describes three variations of the PTIT and an alternative technique, namely

Models 1 to 4.

Model 1 excludes any extrapolation. In this case, we strictly enforce T1   T   T2,

M1   M   M2, and M3   M   M4. If we cannot compute �IV 1
t pM,T1q, �IV 2

t pM,T2q, or�IV tpM,T q through interpolation, we remove the date-t observation from the sample. In our

main analysis of S&P 500 options, this alternative method achieves a 99.9% success rate, as

we lose only 3 data points on a total of 5,113 days.

Model 2 allows for extrapolation, but along the moneyness axis only. In this case, we only

enforce T1   T   T2. We allow for possible extrapolation when computing the IV at a fixed

maturity T1 and T2. After completion of the iteration process, T1 and T2 correspond to the

closest maturities below and above T for which we can compute �IV 1
t pM,T1q and �IV 2

t pM,T2q,
respectively. If we cannot compute at least one of the IV, we remove the date-t observation

from the sample. However, this case never happens in our main analysis of S&P 500 options,
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as this alternative method achieves a 100% success rate. That is, we can always interpolate

IV values along the maturity axis.

Model 3 incorporates a liquidity filter in the IV estimation. We first identify the most

traded options surrounding the target moneyness level M and target maturity T as follows:

IV A
t pM�, T�q � most traded option with M ¤M� ¤M � 0.2 and 0 ¤ T� ¤ T

IV B
t pM�, T�q � most traded option with M � 0.2 ¤M� ¤M and 0 ¤ T� ¤ T

IV C
t pM�, T�q � most traded option with M ¤M� ¤M � 0.2 and T ¤ T� ¤ T � 200

IV D
t pM�, T�q � most traded option with M � 0.2 ¤M� ¤M and T ¤ T� ¤ T � 200

and then compute �IV tpM,T q using a three-step process. First, �IV 1
t pM,T�q is calculated

with a linear interpolation between IV A
t pM�, T�q and IV B

t pM�, T�q. Similarly, we compute�IV 2
t pM,T�q with a linear interpolation between IV C

t pM�, T�q and IV D
t pM�, T�q. Finally,

we obtain �IV tpM,T q using linear interpolation between �IV 1
t pM,T�q and �IV 2

t pM,T�q. Fig-

ure A.3 offers a visual representation of this method.

The last method that we consider, which we refer to as Model 4, is the interpola-

tion/extrapolation with cubic splines, which is also common practice in the option literature

for estimating the IV surface (Carr and Wu, 2009; Chang et al., 2012).

A.4 Business Indicators

This Appendix describes the economic and financial indicators considered in this study: 1)

The year-on-year return of the S&P 500 Index determines stock market performance; 2) The

NBER Recession Indicator, provided by the National Bureau of Economic Research, reflects

the US business cycle based on real GDP, real income, employment, industrial production,

as well as wholesale-retail sales; 3) The Aruoba-Diebold-Scotti Business Conditions Index

tracks business conditions through weekly initial jobless claims, monthly payroll employment,

industrial production, personal income less transfer payments, manufacturing and trade sales,

as well as quarterly real GDP; 4) The FRB Diffusion Index for Current General Activity

- based on the Manufacturing Business Outlook Survey of the Federal Reserve Bank of

Philadelphia - reports the change in general business activity for manufacturing firms; 5)
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Figure A.3: IV Estimation Technique Based on Liquidity (Model 3)
The figure illustrates the estimation approach based on Model 3 for a target moneyness level
of 1 and a target maturity of 58 days. Available and estimated levels of implied volatility (IV)
are displayed with star and diamond markers, respectively. Values in dark blue correspond
to available options with maturity below 58 days and moneyness above 1, while values in red
correspond to available options with maturity below 58 days and moneyness below 1. Values
in green correspond to available options with maturity above 58 days and moneyness above
1, while values in light blue correspond to available options with maturity above 58 days
and moneyness below 1. Within each color (i.e., set of available options), the star denotes
the most traded option. The lines depict the linear interpolations that we implement to
estimate IV at the desired moneyness and maturity levels (diamond markers).

The Excess Bond Premium (EBP) of Gilchrist and Zakrajsek (2012) serves as a measure of

investor sentiment; and 6) the Macroeconomic Uncertainty Index of Jurado et al. (2015).

Table A.2 reports the descriptive statistics.
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Table A.2: Descriptive Statistics of the Business Indicators
This table reports the descriptive statistics for the (year-on-year) returns of the S&P 500 in-
dex, the monthly NBER Recession Indicator, the daily Aruoba-Diebold-Scotti Business Con-
ditions Index, the monthly FRB Diffusion Index for Current General Activity, the monthly
Gilchrist and Zakrajsek (2012)’s Excess Bond Premium, and the monthly Macroeconomic
Uncertainty Index of Jurado et al. (2015). Panel A includes statistics for the entire period.
Panels B and C cover good and bad times, respectively, as defined at the indicator level.
Section 2.1.4 defines the periods of good and bad times for each indicator. The sample
covers the period between January 4, 1996 and April 29, 2016.

Number of
observations

Median Average Standard
deviation

Minimum Maximum

Panel A: Full Period
S&P 500 Return 5113 0.114 0.084 0.180 -0.488 0.686
NBER Recession Indicator 243 0.000 0.107 0.310 0.000 1.000
ADS Business Conditions 5113 -0.092 -0.193 0.757 -4.066 1.880
FRB General Activity 243 8.100 6.364 14.43 -40.90 36.50
Excess Bond Premium 243 -0.211 0.025 0.682 -1.144 3.002
Macroeconomic Uncertainty 243 0.782 0.798 0.093 0.688 1.212

Panel B: Good Times
S&P 500 Return 4090 0.143 0.157 0.108 -0.053 0.686
NBER Recession Indicator 217 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
ADS Business Conditions 4090 0.034 0.077 0.377 -0.489 1.880
FRB General Activity 194 12.00 12.01 8.569 -2.300 36.50
Excess Bond Premium 194 -0.305 -0.260 0.289 -1.144 0.502
Macroeconomic Uncertainty 194 0.765 0.763 0.041 0.688 0.838

Panel C: Bad Times
S&P 500 Return 1023 -0.191 -0.205 0.103 -0.488 -0.054
NBER Recession Indicator 26 1.000 1.000 0.000 1.000 1.000
ADS Business Conditions 1023 -1.014 -1.275 0.915 -4.066 -0.489
FRB General Activity 49 -12.60 -15.99 10.71 -40.90 -3.500
Excess Bond Premium 49 0.968 1.150 0.623 0.527 3.002
Macroeconomic Uncertainty 49 0.883 0.936 0.114 0.838 1.212
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B Additional Empirical Analysis

We provide additional results regarding the dynamics of the implied volatility surface. We

study the conditional patterns of the IV term structure using i) four alternative estimation

models in Appendix B.1, ii) different option specifications in Appendix B.2, and iii) five

alternative equity indices in the U.S. and across the world in Appendix B.3.

B.1 Alternative Estimation Models

We analyze the conditional properties of the implied volatility surface using alternative

estimation methods, which we present in Appendix A.3. Model 1 computes IV values without

extrapolation, Model 2 allows for extrapolation on the moneyness axis, Model 3 selects the

most traded options around the maturity and moneyness targets, while Model 4 uses cubic

splines to estimate IV at given moneyness and maturity.

Table B.1 reports the conditional results of the term structure slopes across alternative

models. The results are remarkably close across the estimation methods, both uncondition-

ally and conditionally. In all cases, the results indicate a lower average term structure slope

in bad times than in good times, for each of the business indicators. In addition, the dif-

ference between the term structure slope in bad times vs. in good times is always highly

statistically significant. The results of this paper appear to be robust to the estimation of

IV values.

B.2 Alternative Option Characteristics

We now revisit our empirical analysis for different option characteristics. Table B.2 compares

the benchmark results (ATM options) to the results with OTM (moneyness of 0.95) and ITM

(moneyness of 1.05) put options, while Table B.3 reports the results when we estimate the

term structure slope with option pairs of different maturities. We consider the difference

between the estimated implied volatility of options with 90 and 30 days to maturity in Panel

A, options with 150 and 50 days to maturity in Panel B, and options with 200 and 100 days

to maturity in Panel C.

The results are qualitatively and quantitatively similar across moneyness levels. For
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ITM, ATM, and OTM options, the difference in average term structure slope between good

times and bad times is always positive and statistically significant for each of the business

indicators. We obtain similar results when the term structure involves shorter and longer

maturity options (90-30 vs. 200-100 specification).
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Table B.1: Conditional Term Structure Slope – Alternative Models
This table reports the conditional term structure slope based on alternative models. Model
1 computes implied volatility (IV) values without extrapolation, Model 2 allows for extrap-
olation on the moneyness axis, Model 3 considers the most traded options only, while Model
4 uses cubic splines. The term structure slope is defined as the difference between the es-
timated IV of ATM options with 120 and 60 days to maturity. Column (1) reports the
unconditional slope, while Columns (2) and (3) report the average slope in good times and
bad times, respectively. Column (4) presents the difference between (2) and (3), while Col-
umn (5) displays p-values for the test of no difference. Section 2.1.4 describes the indicators
and defines their periods of good and bad times. The models are described in Appendix
A.3. The sample covers the period between January 4, 1996 and April 29, 2016.

Unconditional
(1)

Good Times
(2)

Bad Times
(3)

Difference
(2)-(3)

P-value

Panel A: Model 1
S&P 500 Return 0.0043 0.0070 -0.0067 0.0137 0.0000
NBER Recession Indicator 0.0043 0.0057 -0.0078 0.0135 0.0000
ADS Business Conditions 0.0043 0.0065 -0.0048 0.0113 0.0000
FRB General Activity 0.0043 0.0064 -0.0044 0.0108 0.0000
Excess Bond Premium 0.0043 0.0070 -0.0068 0.0139 0.0000
Macroeconomic Uncertainty 0.0043 0.0056 -0.0011 0.0067 0.0000

Panel B: Model 2
S&P 500 Return 0.0042 0.0070 -0.0068 0.0137 0.0000
NBER Recession Indicator 0.0042 0.0057 -0.0079 0.0135 0.0000
ADS Business Conditions 0.0042 0.0065 -0.0048 0.0113 0.0000
FRB General Activity 0.0042 0.0064 -0.0044 0.0108 0.0000
Excess Bond Premium 0.0042 0.0070 -0.0068 0.0138 0.0000
Macroeconomic Uncertainty 0.0042 0.0056 -0.0012 0.0067 0.0000

Panel B: Model 3
S&P 500 Return 0.0031 0.0052 -0.0057 0.0109 0.0000
NBER Recession Indicator 0.0031 0.0042 -0.0062 0.0104 0.0000
ADS Business Conditions 0.0031 0.0048 -0.0040 0.0088 0.0000
FRB General Activity 0.0031 0.0047 -0.0035 0.0082 0.0000
Excess Bond Premium 0.0031 0.0053 -0.0060 0.0113 0.0000
Macroeconomic Uncertainty 0.0031 0.0041 -0.0013 0.0055 0.0000

Panel B: Model 4
S&P 500 Return 0.0044 0.0072 -0.0066 0.0138 0.0000
NBER Recession Indicator 0.0044 0.0058 -0.0076 0.0134 0.0000
ADS Business Conditions 0.0044 0.0067 -0.0047 0.0114 0.0000
FRB General Activity 0.0044 0.0066 -0.0043 0.0110 0.0000
Excess Bond Premium 0.0044 0.0072 -0.0068 0.0140 0.0000
Macroeconomic Uncertainty 0.0044 0.0057 -0.0009 0.0066 0.0000
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Table B.2: Conditional Term Structure Slope – Alternative Moneyness
This table reports the conditional term structure slope in good versus bad times, as measured
by different business indicators. The term structure slope is defined as the difference between
the estimated implied volatility (IV) of options with 120 and 60 days to maturity. Panels
A, B, and C report results for ATM, ITM (1.05 moneyness), and OTM (0.95 moneyness)
puts, respectively. Column (1) reports the unconditional slope, while Columns (2) and (3)
report the average slope in good times and bad times, respectively. Column (4) presents
the difference between (2) and (3), while Column (5) displays p-values for the test of no
difference. Section 2.1.4 describes the indicators and defines their periods of good and bad
times. All IV values are computed using the Proximal Trilinear Interpolation Technique
presented in Section 2.1.2. The sample covers the period between January 4, 1996 and April
29, 2016.

Unconditional

(1)

Good Times

(2)

Bad Times

(3)

Difference

(2)-(3)

P-value

Panel A: ATM

S&P 500 Return 0.0042 0.0070 -0.0068 0.0137 0.0000

NBER Recession Indicator 0.0042 0.0057 -0.0079 0.0135 0.0000

ADS Business Conditions 0.0042 0.0065 -0.0048 0.0113 0.0000

FRB General Activity 0.0042 0.0064 -0.0044 0.0108 0.0000

Excess Bond Premium 0.0042 0.0070 -0.0068 0.0138 0.0000

Macroeconomic Uncertainty 0.0042 0.0056 -0.0012 0.0067 0.0000

Panel B: ITM

S&P 500 Return -0.0036 -0.0012 -0.0130 0.0117 0.0000

NBER Recession Indicator -0.0036 -0.0024 -0.0136 0.0112 0.0000

ADS Business Conditions -0.0036 -0.0017 -0.0112 0.0095 0.0000

FRB General Activity -0.0036 -0.0017 -0.0111 0.0094 0.0000

Excess Bond Premium -0.0036 -0.0013 -0.0128 0.0115 0.0000

Macroeconomic Uncertainty -0.0036 -0.0026 -0.0074 0.0048 0.0000

Panel C: OTM

S&P 500 Return 0.0087 0.0114 -0.0022 0.0136 0.0000

NBER Recession Indicator 0.0087 0.0100 -0.0027 0.0128 0.0000

ADS Business Conditions 0.0087 0.0109 -0.0002 0.0110 0.0000

FRB General Activity 0.0087 0.0105 0.0012 0.0093 0.0000

Excess Bond Premium 0.0087 0.0113 -0.0019 0.0132 0.0000

Macroeconomic Uncertainty 0.0087 0.0100 0.0034 0.0065 0.0000
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Table B.3: Conditional Term Structure Slope – Alternative Maturity Spans
This table reports the conditional term structure slope in good versus bad times, as measured
by different business indicators. The term structure slope is defined as the difference between
the estimated implied volatility (IV) of options with 90 and 30 days to maturity in Panel
A, options with 150 and 50 days to maturity in Panel B, and options with 200 and 100 days
to maturity in Panel C. Column (1) reports the unconditional slope, while Columns (2) and
(3) report the average slope in good times and bad times, respectively. Column (4) presents
the difference between (2) and (3), while Column (5) displays p-values for the test of no
difference. Section 2.1.4 describes the indicators and defines their periods of good and bad
times. All IV values are computed using the Proximal Trilinear Interpolation Technique
presented in Section 2.1.2. The sample covers the period between January 4, 1996 and April
29, 2016.

Unconditional

(1)

Good Times

(2)

Bad Times

(3)

Difference

(2)-(3)

P-value

Panel A: 90-30 Maturity

S&P 500 Return 0.0065 0.0101 -0.0077 0.0178 0.0000

NBER Recession Indicator 0.0065 0.0085 -0.0100 0.0185 0.0000

ADS Business Conditions 0.0065 0.0097 -0.0061 0.0158 0.0000

FRB General Activity 0.0065 0.0097 -0.0061 0.0159 0.0000

Excess Bond Premium 0.0065 0.0104 -0.0088 0.0192 0.0000

Macroeconomic Uncertainty 0.0065 0.0082 -0.0004 0.0086 0.0000

Panel B: 150-50 Maturity

S&P 500 Return 0.0067 0.0111 -0.0107 0.0217 0.0000

NBER Recession Indicator 0.0067 0.0090 -0.0125 0.0215 0.0000

ADS Business Conditions 0.0067 0.0103 -0.0076 0.0180 0.0000

FRB General Activity 0.0067 0.0101 -0.0069 0.0171 0.0000

Excess Bond Premium 0.0067 0.0111 -0.0107 0.0218 0.0000

Macroeconomic Uncertainty 0.0067 0.0089 -0.0019 0.0108 0.0000

Panel C: 200-100 Maturity

S&P 500 Return 0.0046 0.0077 -0.0075 0.0152 0.0000

NBER Recession Indicator 0.0046 0.0062 -0.0083 0.0144 0.0000

ADS Business Conditions 0.0046 0.0071 -0.0051 0.0121 0.0000

FRB General Activity 0.0046 0.0069 -0.0044 0.0113 0.0000

Excess Bond Premium 0.0046 0.0074 -0.0067 0.0142 0.0000

Macroeconomic Uncertainty 0.0046 0.0061 -0.0014 0.0075 0.0000
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B.3 Alternative Securities

We now consider options on alternative equity indices using five Exchange-Traded Funds

(ETF) – namely the iShares Russell 2000 Index ETF (ticker IWM), the iShares MSCI Brazil

ETF (EWZ), the iShares China Large-Cap ETF (FXI), the iShares EAFE Index ETF (EFA)

and the iShares Emerging Markets Index ETF (EEM). We use ETF options because they

display higher trading volumes than their direct index counterparts (notably due to their

presence on U.S. exchanges), as discussed in Kelly et al. (2016). Option data is retrieved from

the OptionMetrics Ivy database. We apply the filters discussed in Appendix A.1. Tables

B.4 to B.8 present the descriptive statistics for each option market.

The analysis focuses on the time variation in the IV term structure for ATM options with

120 and 60 days to maturity between July 28, 2009 and April 29, 2016. All IV values are

computed using the first variation of the PTIT (Model 1), which excludes extrapolation, as

described in Appendix A.3.15 We consider three indicators to distinguish between good and

bad times, namely the year-on-year returns of the underlying index, an Aggregate Business

Indicator, and the term structure slope of S&P 500 index options (for the same period and op-

tion characteristics). The Aggregate Business Indicator is calculated as the equally-weighted

average of the individual business series, each standardized and directionally-adjusted such

that bad times correspond to the lower part of the time series. We define bad times as the

bottom quintile of each of the three indicators.

Table B.9 shows that term structure slopes are lower in bad times than in good times in all

of these markets. Note that there is a strong comovement between the term structure slope

of these alternative securities and the slope in the U.S. options market. The term structure

slope in each of these markets tends to fall, in a statistically significant way, when the

term structure slope of the S&P 500 index decreases. In addition, (unreported) regressions

between the two slopes suggest a strong relationship, as indicated by high R-squared levels

(61% for the Russell 2000 Index, 20% for the MSCI Brazil Index, 43% for the China Large-

Cap, 52% for the EAFA Index, and 56% for the Emerging Markets Index). These findings are

15The PTIT allows for extrapolation to estimate IV at given maturity and moneyness coordinates. We
observe that extrapolating IV values for non-SPX securities tends to yield inaccurate results in several
instances, as the number of options traded daily is relatively small compared to SPX options. Our Model 1
helps address this issue.
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suggestive of a strong dependence of non-SPX term structure dynamics on the U.S. financial

market. Overall, the slopes of the term structure computed for the various equity indices

appear to be procyclical and, thus, consistent with what we observe for S&P500 options.

Table B.4: Descriptive Statistics for the Russell 2000 Index Options
This table reports the descriptive statistics for the implied volatility, the moneyness level
(defined as the ratio of the strike price to the value of the underlying asset), the maturity of
the options (in days), the daily trading volume (number of traded contracts) for all available
options, the daily average trading volume per option, the daily open interest (number of
contracts outstanding) for all options, the daily average open interest per option, the number
of options traded per day, the number of available maturities per day, and the average
number of moneyness levels per available maturity, per day. The iShares Russell 2000 Index
ETF reproduces the Russell 2000 Index, an index of small capitalization companies in the
U.S. (bottom 2000 of the Russell 3000 Index, with 8% market coverage). It is a total return
Exchange-Traded Fund. American-style IWM options (SECID 106445) trade on the CBOE.
The data set covers the period between July 28, 2009 and April 29, 2016.

Number of

observations

Median Average Standard

deviation

Minimum Maximum

Implied Volatility (%) 332925 22.15 23.40 8.043 8.592 88.84

Moneyness Level (%) 332925 97.68 97.76 9.196 80.00 120.0

Maturity (Days) 332925 38.00 54.71 53.45 6.000 365.0

Daily Volume, Total (000s) 1702 46.33 52.43 28.85 8.362 271.2

Daily Volume, Per Option (000s) 1702 0.254 0.339 0.263 0.0575 2.731

Daily Open Interest, Total (000s) 1702 356.3 369.4 107.9 85.72 729.4

Daily Open Interest, Per Option (000s) 1702 1.932 2.532 1.705 0.531 8.632

Number of Options Traded per Day 1702 177.0 195.6 95.03 42.00 475.0

Number of Available Maturities per Day 1702 7.000 8.331 3.225 3.000 17.00

Number of Moneyness Levels, per Day/Maturity 1702 23.46 22.86 5.012 9.800 40.10
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Table B.5: Descriptive Statistics for MSCI Brazil Index Options
This table reports the descriptive statistics for the implied volatility, the moneyness level
(defined as the ratio of the strike price to the value of the underlying asset), the maturity of
the options (in days), the daily trading volume (number of traded contracts) for all available
options, the daily average trading volume per option, the daily open interest (number of
contracts outstanding) for all options, the daily average open interest per option, the number
of options traded per day, the number of available maturities per day, and the average
number of moneyness levels per available maturity, per day. The iShares MSCI Brazil ETF
reproduces an index of large and mid-capitalizations in Brazil (with 85% free float-adjusted
coverage of Brazilian equities). It is a total return Exchange-Traded Fund. American-style
EWZ options (SECID 106416) trade on the CBOE. The data set covers the period between
July 28, 2009 and April 29, 2016.

Number of

observations

Median Average Standard

deviation

Minimum Maximum

Implied Volatility (%) 134913 30.94 32.67 9.740 11.58 89.97

Moneyness Level (%) 134913 99.61 99.41 9.435 80.00 120.0

Maturity (Days) 134913 53.00 82.59 71.62 6.000 365.0

Daily Volume, Total (000s) 1702 37.19 43.99 31.69 1.811 350.6

Daily Volume, Per Option (000s) 1702 0.493 0.547 0.323 0.0348 3.959

Daily Open Interest, Total (000s) 1702 541.2 569.5 249.8 119.2 2301.

Daily Open Interest, Per Option (000s) 1702 7.150 7.266 2.335 1.427 17.39

Number of Options Traded per Day 1702 75.00 79.27 24.80 35.00 227.0

Number of Available Maturities per Day 1702 5.000 6.575 2.482 3.000 12.00

Number of Moneyness Levels, per Day/Maturity 1702 13.40 13.13 4.222 4.333 27.33
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Table B.6: Descriptive Statistics for the China Large-Cap Index Options
This table reports the descriptive statistics for the implied volatility, the moneyness level
(defined as the ratio of the strike price to the value of the underlying asset), the maturity of
the options (in days), the daily trading volume (number of traded contracts) for all available
options, the daily average trading volume per option, the daily open interest (number of
contracts outstanding) for all options, the daily average open interest per option, the number
of options traded per day, the number of available maturities per day, and the average
number of moneyness levels per available maturity, per day. The iShares China Large-Cap
ETF reproduces an index of the 50 largest and most liquid Chinese equities. It is a total
return Exchange-Traded Fund. American-style FXI options (SECID 122017) trade on the
CBOE. The data set covers the period between July 28, 2009 and April 29, 2016.

Number of

observations

Median Average Standard

deviation

Minimum Maximum

Implied Volatility (%) 121727 25.90 27.36 7.006 10.12 87.73

Moneyness Level (%) 121727 99.68 99.50 8.721 80.00 120.0

Maturity (Days) 121727 71.00 93.92 76.67 6.000 365.0

Daily Volume, Total (000s) 1702 45.11 56.00 41.46 3.865 404.7

Daily Volume, Per Option (000s) 1702 0.683 0.813 0.521 0.0498 4.868

Daily Open Interest, Total (000s) 1702 770.4 804.4 271.9 146.5 1725.

Daily Open Interest, Per Option (000s) 1702 11.40 12.62 5.608 1.380 33.44

Number of Options Traded per Day 1702 63.00 71.52 31.52 30.00 233.0

Number of Available Maturities per Day 1702 7.000 7.290 2.640 3.000 13.00

Number of Moneyness Levels, per Day/Maturity 1702 9.845 10.03 2.459 4.400 21.00
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Table B.7: Descriptive Statistics for the EAFA Index Options
This table reports the descriptive statistics for the implied volatility, the moneyness level
(defined as the ratio of the strike price to the value of the underlying asset), the maturity of
the options (in days), the daily trading volume (number of traded contracts) for all available
options, the daily average trading volume per option, the daily open interest (number of
contracts outstanding) for all options, the daily average open interest per option, the number
of options traded per day, the number of available maturities per day, and the average
number of moneyness levels per available maturity, per day. The iShares EAFA Index ETF
reproduces an index of large and mid-capitalizations in developed markets, excluding the
U.S. and Canada (with 85% free float-adjusted coverage). It is a total return Exchange-
Traded Fund. American-style EFA options (SECID 116908) trade on the CBOE. The data
set covers the period between July 28, 2009 and April 29, 2016.

Number of

observations

Median Average Standard

deviation

Minimum Maximum

Implied Volatility (%) 94003 20.55 22.04 8.324 4.687 89.15

Moneyness Level (%) 94003 98.90 98.39 7.744 80.00 120.0

Maturity (Days) 94003 71.00 99.66 84.82 6.000 365.0

Daily Volume, Total (000s) 1702 28.51 35.81 31.29 1.504 346.9

Daily Volume, Per Option (000s) 1702 0.520 0.640 0.550 0.0470 7.826

Daily Open Interest, Total (000s) 1702 507.7 510.9 187.3 79.00 1169.

Daily Open Interest, Per Option (000s) 1702 9.175 9.532 3.577 2.171 22.85

Number of Options Traded per Day 1702 53.00 55.23 14.22 25.00 134.0

Number of Available Maturities per Day 1702 7.000 7.757 2.104 3.000 13.00

Number of Moneyness Levels, per Day/Maturity 1702 7.286 7.453 2.103 3.000 15.17
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Table B.8: Descriptive Statistics for the Emerging Markets Index Options
This table reports the descriptive statistics for the implied volatility, the moneyness level
(defined as the ratio of the strike price to the value of the underlying asset), the maturity of
the options (in days), the daily trading volume (number of traded contracts) for all available
options, the daily average trading volume per option, the daily open interest (number of
contracts outstanding) for all options, the daily average open interest per option, the number
of options traded per day, the number of available maturities per day, and the average
number of moneyness levels per available maturity, per day. The iShares Emerging Markets
Index ETF reproduces an index of large and mid-capitalizations across 23 emerging markets.
It is a total return Exchange-Traded Fund. American-style EEM options (SECID 116959)
trade on the CBOE. The data set covers the period between July 28, 2009 and April 29,
2016.

Number of

observations

Median Average Standard

deviation

Minimum Maximum

Implied Volatility (%) 145421 23.58 25.04 7.485 6.920 89.73

Moneyness Level (%) 145421 98.93 98.68 8.548 80.00 120.0

Maturity (Days) 145421 80.00 106.5 87.19 6.000 365.0

Daily Volume, Total (000s) 1702 142.1 168.8 104.8 17.20 1023.

Daily Volume, Per Option (000s) 1702 1.739 1.981 1.080 0.316 11.25

Daily Open Interest, Total (000s) 1702 2115. 2231 650.1 713.8 4775

Daily Open Interest, Per Option (000s) 1702 26.66 27.06 7.110 8.756 53.33

Number of Options Traded per Day 1702 85.00 85.44 24.00 36.00 177.0

Average Number of Available Maturities 1702 9.000 8.716 2.929 3.000 16.00

Average Number of Moneyness Levels 1702 10.38 10.28 2.267 4.077 18.60
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Table B.9: Conditional Term Structure Slope – Alternative Option Markets
This table reports the conditional term structure slope in good versus bad times, as defined
by various indicators. The term structure slope is defined as the difference between the
estimated implied volatility (IV) of ATM options with 120 and 60 days to maturity. Panel
A relates to iShares Russell 2000 Index ETF options, Panel B to iShares MSCI Brazil
ETF options, Panel C to iShares China Large-Cap ETF options, Panel D to iShares EAFA
Index ETF options, and Panel E to iShares Emerging Markets Index ETF options. The
conditioning indicators are the year-on-year returns of the underlying index, the Aggregate
Business Indicator, and the term structure slope of the S&P 500 options (for ATM option
pairs with 120 and 60 days to maturity). Column (1) reports the unconditional slope, while
Columns (2) and (3) report the average slope in good times and bad times, respectively.
Column (4) presents the difference between (2) and (3), while Column (5) displays p-values
for the test of no difference. Appendix B.3 describes the indicators and defines their periods
of good and bad times. All IV values are computed using the Model 1 presented in Section
A.3. The sample covers the period between July 28, 2009 and April 29, 2016.

Unconditional

(1)

Good Times

(2)

Bad Times

(3)

Difference

(2)-(3)

P-value

Panel A: Russell 2000 Index

Index Return 0.0086 0.0096 0.0047 0.0049 0.0000

Aggregate Business Indicator 0.0086 0.0101 0.0028 0.0073 0.0000

S&P Term Structure Slope 0.0086 0.0115 -0.0028 0.0143 0.0000

Panel B: MSCI Brazil Index

Index Return -0.0007 0.0009 -0.0073 0.0083 0.0000

Aggregate Business Indicator -0.0007 0.0017 -0.0106 0.0123 0.0000

S&P Term Structure Slope -0.0007 0.0034 -0.0167 0.0201 0.0000

Panel C: China Large-Cap Index

Index Return 0.0019 0.0035 -0.0043 0.0077 0.0000

Aggregate Business Indicator 0.0019 0.0040 -0.0065 0.0105 0.0000

S&P Term Structure Slope 0.0019 0.0049 -0.0101 0.0150 0.0000

Panel D: EAFA Index

Index Return 0.0062 0.0077 0.0002 0.0075 0.0000

Aggregate Business Indicator 0.0062 0.0077 0.0003 0.0073 0.0000

S&P Term Structure Slope 0.0062 0.0095 -0.0067 0.0162 0.0000

Panel E: Emerging Markets Index

Index Return 0.0059 0.0075 -0.0008 0.0083 0.0000

Aggregate Business Indicator 0.0059 0.0078 -0.0018 0.0095 0.0000

S&P Term Structure Slope 0.0059 0.0091 -0.0071 0.0162 0.0000
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C Proofs

This Appendix presents the proofs of the propositions.

C.1 Proof of Proposition 1

Following Eraker and Shaliastovich (2008), the discrete time continuously compounded log-

return, logRc,t, on the representative investor’s wealth, Wt, satisfies

logRc,t�1 � log
Wt�1 � Ct�1

Wt

� log pewct�1 � 1q � wct � log
Ct�1

Ct
, (7)

where wct � logpWt{Ctq. Log-linearing the first term in (7) around the mean log wealth-

consumption ratio yields

logRc,t�1 � k0 � k1wct�1 � wct � log
Ct�1

Ct
, (8)

where the constants k0 and k1 satisfy

k0 � � log
�p1 � k1q1�k1kk11

�
, k1 � eEpwctq{ �1 � eEpwctq

�
.

The continuous-time counterpart of (8) is

d logRc,t � k0dt� k1dwct � p1 � k1qwctdt� d logCt,

and the Euler equation defining the state-price density, Mt, is written

Et
�

exp

�
log

Mt�τ
Mt

�
» t�τ

t

d logRc,s


�
� 1,

where

d logMt � θ log δdt� θ

ψ
d logCt � p1 � θqd logRc,t.
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The state variables belong to the affine class and their dynamics can be written as:

dYt � µpYtqdt� ΣpYtqdBt � Jt � dNt

µpYtq �M�KYt

ΣpYtqΣpYtqJ � h�
5̧

i�1

H iY i
t

lpYtq � l0 � l1Yt,

where M P R5, K P R5�5, h P R5�5, H P R5�5�5, l0 P R5, and l1 P R5�5, Bt �
pBxct, Bµt, Bzt, Bλt, BzbtqJ is a vector of standard Brownian motions,

Nt � pNxct, NµtNzt, Nλt, NzbtqJ is a vector of independent pure jump processes, lpY q P R5

is the corresponding vector of jump intensities, Jt P R5 is the vector of jump sizes, and “�”
denotes element-by-element multiplication.

The state-price density satisfies

d logMt � pθ log δ � pθ � 1q log k1 � pθ � 1qpk1 � 1qB1pYt � µY qdt� Ω1dYt,

where Yt � pxc,t, µt, zt, λt, zbtqJ, µY � p0, µ̄, 0, λ̄, 0qJ, Ω � γp1, 0, 1, 0, 1qJ � p1 � θqk1B, and

the coefficients A P R and B P R5 are defined in (4).

The coefficients A P R, B P R5, and k1 P R solve the following system of equations:

0 � KJχ� θp1 � k1qB � 1

2
χJHχ� lJ1 p%pχq � 1q,

0 � θplog δ � k0 � p1 � k1qAq �MJχ� 1

2
χJhχ� lJ0 p%pχq � 1q,

and

θ log k1 � θplog δ � p1 � k1qBJµY q �MJχ� 1

2
χJhχ� lJ0 p%pχq � 1q,

where χ � θ
�
p1 � 1

ψ
qp1, 0, 1, 0, 1qJ � k1B

	
and %puq � p0, 0, %ξpu3q, 0, %ξbpu5qqJ.

l
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C.2 Proof of Proposition 2

Following Eraker and Shaliastovich (2008), the coefficients Φ0 P R and Φ1 P R5 defined in

(5) solve the following system of equations:

Φ1 � p1 � θqpk1 � 1qB �KJΩ � 1

2
ΩJHΩ � lJ1 p%p�Ωq � 1q,

Φ0 � �θ log δ � pθ � 1qplog k1 � pk1 � 1qBJµY q �MJΩ � 1

2
ΩJhΩ � lJ0 p%p�Ωq � 1q.

l

C.3 Proof of Proposition 3

By log-linearizing the return on the stock, Eraker and Shaliastovich (2008) show that the

coefficients Ad P R and Bd P R5 defined in (6) and the associated coefficient k1d P R solve

the following system of equations:

0 �KJχd � pθ � 1qpk1 � 1qB � pk1d � 1qBd � 1

2
χJdHχd � lJ1 p%pχdq � 1q,

0 �θ log δ � pθ � 1qplog k1 � pk1 � 1qBJµY q � plog k1d � pk1d � 1qBJ
d µY q

�MJχd � 1

2
χJd hχd � lJ0 p%pχdq � 1q,

Ad � log

�
k1d

1 � k1d



�BJ

d µY

where χd � pα, 0, α, 0, 1qJ � k1dBd � Ω.

l

C.4 Characterization of the Risk-Neutral Measure

Eraker and Shaliastovich (2008) show that, under the risk-neutral measure Q, the vector of

state variables Yt has the following dynamics

dYt � pMQ �KQYtqdt� ΣpYtqdBQ
t � JQ

t � dNQ
t ,
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where BQ
t � Bt�

³t
0

Λc
sds is a Q-Brownian motion, NQ

t is 5-dimensional Poisson process with

Q-jump intensity lQpYtq � lQ0 � lQ1 Yt, and JQ
t is a 5-dimensional Q-jump size vector with

moment-generating function %Qpuq � Et
�
euJ

Q
t

	
.

The coefficients MQ P R5, KQ P R5�5, lQ0 P R5, lQ1 P R5�5, and %Qp.q P R5 satisfy

MQ �M� hΩ,

KQ � K �HΩ,

lQpYtq � lQ0 � lQ1 Yt � lpYtq � %p�Ωq,
%Q,ipuiq � %pui � Ωiq{%p�Ωiq, where i � 1, . . . , 5 stands for the i-th coordinate.

C.5 Proof of Proposition 4

Following Chapter 8 in Duffie (2001), the price of a European put option written on the

stock satisfies

putt � EQ
t

�
e�

³T
t rsds max p0;K � PT q

	
� KGtplogK � Ap; τ, 06�1, Bpq � eApGtplogK � Ap; τ, Bp, Bpq,

where τ � T � t. Because the stock price is defined as follows

Pt � eAp�B
J
p Yt � eAd�pα�B1dqxc,t�B2dµt�p1�B3dqzt�B4dλt�p1�B5dqzt ,

the coefficients Ap P R and Bp P R5 satisfy

Ap � Ad, B1p � α �B1d, B2p � B2d, B3p � α �B3d,

B4p � B4d, B5p � 1 �B5d,

The function Gtp.; ., ., .q P R is defined as follows

Gtpq; τ, d, δq � EQ
t

�
e�

³T
t rsdsed�YT1δ�YT¤q

	
�

pGtp0; τ, d, δq
2

� 1

π

» 8

0

1

v
Im

�
e�ıvq pGtpv; τ, d, δq

	
dv,
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where Imp.q stands for the imaginary part, ı is the imaginary number such that ı2 � �1,

and the Fourier transform pGtp.; ., ., .q of the function Gtp.; ., ., .q satisfies

pGtpv; τ, d, δq �
» �8

�8
eıvqdGtpq; τ, d, δq � EQ

t

�
e�

³T
t rsdsed�YT eıvδ�YT

	
� eapτq�bpτq

JYt .

The functions apτq P R and bpτq P R5 satisfy the following system of ordinary differential

equations

b1pτq � �Φ1 �KQJbpτq � 1

2
bpτqJHbpτq � lQ1

J �
%Qpbpτqq � 1

�
,

a1pτq � �Φ0 �MQJbpτq � 1

2
bpτqJhbpτq � lQ0

J �
%Qpbpτqq � 1

�
,

subject to ap0q � 0 and bp0q � d� ıvδ.

l
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